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ABSTRACT 
Language is clearly to occupy a function whereas a number of people are not familiar 
with the function. In fact, the problem frequently happens in verbal communication in 
classroom when the utterances cannot be merely interpreted literally since sometimes what 
lecturers mean is different from what they have been stated. In order to anticipate and minimize 
the misunderstanding of language function uttered both man and woman lecturers, the model of 
speech acts is strongly required to be formed related to the gender perspective as the purpose of 
the research.  Researcher conducted descriptive research with pragmatic identity method with 
purposive sampling. The data of this research were the English lecturers’ utterances used when 
communicating with the students in the classrooms. The results of the research were QEC 
(Questioning, Explaining, Commanding) pattern frequently uttered by woman (16 categories 
with total 301) and CQE (Commanding, Questioning, Explaining) pattern mostly performed by 
the man lecturer (8 categories with total 80. In conclusion both of the speech acts 
models/patterns used in teaching are properly qualified to be implemented since the teaching 
strategy focuses on students’ center.     
        
Keywords: speech acts, QEC, CQE 
I. INTRODUCTION  
Communication which is always used to interact with others, especially in 
learning and teaching has two functions. The first is the transactional function that 
focuses on the content of language used. In other words, refer to communication as 
means of delivering message. Through this function the lecturer delivers the message to 
the students in classroom. The second, the function is to express social relations and 
personal attitude called interactional function.  Those functions will help the lecturer to 
make the students easier in receiving the message by knowing the contexts. On the other 
words, the message that will be given by the lecturer to the students can be accepted 
without misunderstanding.  
In fact, the problem frequently happens in verbal communication in classroom 
when the utterances cannot be merely interpreted literally since sometimes what 
lecturers mean is different from what they have been stated.  It is very crucial to be 
solved soon because when a lecturer communicates his or her idea, information and any 
tasks to the students, she or he must use words that the students can understand. The 
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speech acts used by the lecturer is to inform or to persuade the students to do the 
assignment or read the book, so the language or speech acts used must be the signifier 
of information and benefit to the students.  This case is really intended to make the 
students interpret appropriately towards their lecturers mean by their utterances and the 
students’ responses towards the utterances are the expected one. 
Dealing with the problem above, in this research, the researcher only studies 
speech acts used by the lecturers at Research class viewed from gender perspective. 
Research class is chosen because there was more interaction happen between lecturers 
and students compared with other subject. Meanwhile, only this subject taught by men 
and women lecturers. Then, because the researcher wants to see the lecturers’ speech 
acts viewed from gender perspective as one of the aspect neglected, the researcher 
focuses on men and women differences on speech based on some experts.  
Speech Acts Overview  
Austin (1962) in his book entitled ' How to Do Things with Words " divided the 
speech acts in three kinds: a Locutionary act, the act of performing something. This 
means linking a topic with a statement in a speech or utterance. Second, an illocutionary 
act, performing an act in saying something, is the pronunciation of a statement, offer, 
promise, questions and so on. This is closely related to forms that embody an utterance 
sentence. Third, a Perlocutionary act, performing an act by saying something. That is 
the result or effect caused by the expression of the listener according to the context of 
utterances, such as; in delivering teaching materials and tasks.  
Knowing the types of speech acts is very important for the researcher in making 
the brief understanding about whole concept of speech acts. To make this term clear the 
researcher elucidates the types of speech acts in detail based on the current theory. They 
can be seen in this following explanation.  
As stated Searle in Cutting (2002:17), O’keefffe, Clancy and Adolphs (2011: 86), 
Mey (2001:105), Huang (2007:108) and Peccei (2004:53) categorize speech acts 
including their functions. They are bellowed. 
1. Declaratives 
See Yule (1996: 53) and Cutting (2002: 16), simplify Searle’s explanation by 
saying that declaration is a kind of speech acts that changes the world via utterance. The 
speaker has to have a special institutional role, in a specific context, in order to perform 
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a declaration appropriately. Additionally, declarations are the illocution whose 
successful performance brings about the correspondence between propositional content 
and reality. Christening or baptizing, declaring war, abdicating, resigning, dismissing, 
naming, and excommunicating are the examples of declaration.  
2. Representative 
According to Searle in Cutting (2002) representative speech acts state or express 
what the speaker believes to be the case or not. It describes states or events in the world 
such as assertion, a description, a claim, a statement of fact, report, and a conclusion.  
In line with this, Holtgravesin (Ilyas & Khushi, 2012) states that in the 
representative acts, speakers use language to tell what they know or believe; it concerns 
with the fact. The purpose of this act is to inform the hearer. The example of 
representative act is “The earth is flat”. In this utterance, the speaker represents that she 
or he believe that the earth is flat.  
3. Expressive 
Expressive includes acts in which the words are to express the psychological 
state specified in the sincerity condition about a state of affairs specified in the 
propositional content, Searle in cutting 2002. In other word, it refers to a speech act in 
which the speaker expresses his/her feeling and attitude about something. It can be a 
statement of pleasure, pain, like, dislike, joy and sorrow. He adds the paradigms of 
expressive verbs are thanking, congratulate, apologize, regret, deplore, and welcome. 
4. Directive 
The second types of speech acts show in the fact that it is an attempt by the 
speaker to get the hearer to do something Searle in Cutting (2002). It this condition, the 
speaker requests the hearer to carry out some actions or to bring out some states or 
affairs.  It is supported by Holtgraves in (Ilyas & Khushi, 2012)who states that directive 
acts intend to produce some effects towards the hearer. The hearer is expected to do an 
action as the effect of the utterance. It includes some actions, such as commanding, 
requesting, inviting, forbidding, and suggesting.  
5. Commissive  
Searle in (Cutting:2002) suggests that commissive refers to an illocutionary act 
whose point is to commit the speaker (again in varying degrees) to some future course 
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of action, such as promising, offering, threatening, refusing, vowing, and volunteering. 
Saul (2002) it expresses what the speaker intends.  
In conclusion, there are five types of speech acts; declarative, representative, 
expressive, directive and commissive. Each of this type has sub-categories related to the 
utterance with particular function such as explaining, questioning, congratulating and so 
on. A number of sub-categories based on the utterances found in the field in current 
research.  
II. RESEARCH METHOD  
This research was descriptive research related to the Fraenkel and Norman (2012). 
The data of this research were the English lecturers’ utterances used when 
communicating with the students in the classrooms. The data were obtained from two 
English lecturers on October31nd – December 30rd 2016. In process of getting the data, 
the researcher observed Research class in which the speech acts performed by the 
lecturers. During the observation, researcher used video recorder and note-taking to 
collect the data. The researcher used identity method in analyzing the data based on 
Kesuma (2007). 
III. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
The difference of speech acts that the women and man lecturers can be done after 
the researcher analyzed and categorized the types of speech acts and all the sub-
categories used in teaching and learning process. Woman and man had various speech 
acts and they were strongly difference. The differences are presented in Table 1. 
It is precisely seen from the Table 1 that woman lecturer had 16 speech acts. They 
were explaining, informing, stating opinion, greeting, congratulating, leave-taking, and 
disappointing, questioning, commanding, requesting, prohibiting, warning, giving 
advice, suggesting, wishing and threatening. The highest frequent speech acts were 
questioning with 60.6 % and congratulating, leave-taking, suggesting, wishing and 
threatening were the fewest frequent speech acts found in teaching and learning process 
with 0.33 % each of them.  
In contrast, speech acts used by the man lecturer in teaching and learning process 
were 9 speech acts. Man lecturer frequently performed questioning as a dominant 
language function with 45.67 %. Furthermore, leave-taking, wishing and threatening 
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were fewest frequent speech acts found in teaching and learning process with 1.23 % 
each of them.  













  Frequency (%)   Frequency (%) 
1 Explaining 43 14.47 % 1 Explaining 6 7.4 % 
















1 0.33 % 4 Greeting 3 3.7 % 






5 1.68 % 6 Questioning 37 
45.67 
% 






37 12.45 8 Wishing 1 
1.23 
% 
10 Requesting 3 1.01 % 9 Threatening 1 
1.23 
% 
11 Prohibiting 4 1.34 %  Total 80 100 % 




4 1.34 % 
14 Suggesting 1 0.33 % 
15 Wishing 1 0.33 % 
16 Threatening 1 0.33 % 
 Total 297 100 % 
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Next, questioning, as a directive acts, was the most frequent with 60.6 
%performed by women lecturers at Research Class in English Department of STKIP 
PGRI West Sumatera and 45.67 % for the man lecturer.  Questioning was used by the 
lecturer to get an information from the listeners. In classroom research, most of the 
questions were pseudo-questions since the lecturers have already known the answer. 
The lecturers applied questioning to enhance and involve the students into the teaching-
learning process. Furthermore, the underlying purpose of use of questioning was to 
activate the students’ background knowledge and to raise the students’ critical thinking 
of a particular phenomenon in a teaching-learning process. 
Additionally, congratulating, leave-taking, suggesting, wishing and threatening 
were the fewest speech acts with 0.33 % each of them performed by the woman 
lecturers at Research Class in English Department of STKIP PGRI West Sumatera. 
Otherwise, leave-taking, wishing and threatening were the fewest speech acts for the 
man lecturer with 1.23 % each of them.  
As stated in previous part, speech acts between woman and man were strongly 
different. It is supported by Jay, Timothy (2003:455), women ask more questions than 
the men do. Furthermore, women use more attention-getting comments than the men do. 
Attention-getting comments are frequently used by the women in teaching and learning 
to get the students feedback or responses. 
Similarly, Holmes on Wardhaugh (2010: 342), Women tend to focus on the 
affective functions of an interaction more often than the man. Affective function which 
is defined as a talk tends to focus on the affective (personal); feeling, opinion and others 
rather than referential (informative) in teaching. In other word, women mainly tend to 
express their feelings when communicating with each other and even with men. It is 
found that the women did more affective function in communicating the students than 
man did in teaching at Research class. Women stated her opinion with 7 times while the 
man did it 2 times. 
Finally, the researcher found that the speech acts used by lecturers was different 
viewed from gender perspective in language pattern. The data identification and 
categories are based on Wiener on Toussaint and Toussaint (2014:293). He states that 
language pattern can be defined how often language function regularly performed 
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during teaching and learning process. The category of pattern is based on what woman 
and man lecturer speech acts used regularly and what lecturers accomplish.  
To find out what the lecturers do and accomplish in their speech acts, the 
researcher divided into woman lecturer pattern and man lecturer pattern supported by 
Holmes on Wardhaugh 2010: 342) claim that women and men develop different pattern 
of language use. 
1. Women Language Pattern 
In the teaching and learning process, asking a question to the students is proposed 
to explore what they have known. Through questions, the students can develop about a 
topic, for example by discussing with friends. Moreover, answer is analyzed whether it 
is correct or not. Furthermore, another step in teaching and learning process is 
explaining. It is a way to talk the students some information about the lesson and what 
the students should do in relation with the tasks or final projects. In addition, explaining 
a detailed topic to the students can help them understand the lesson.  The difficult topic 
can be easier if the information about the lesson explain clearly.  
In the data sheet, the question occurred when the lecturer started teaching. She 
asked the students for several times and continued it until she knew that the students 
still confused about the lesson. Since the lecturer did not get the students answer, she 
explained the lesson. She tried to help the students in some cases before giving them the 
brief explanation. She often used QEC to bring the students to the concept by giving 
illustration. The illustration was to make the students think about the concept, the 
differences and the purposes of that lesson. The lecturer did not explain the material 
directly at the beginning of the lesson but she explained and discussed it with the 
students after asking her students opinion for several times. Instead of using questioning 
and explaining, the lecturer also used commanding by asking her students to do their 
final project as a real one or to attract the students’ attention. By commanding, the 
lecturer signaled that the students should do what she meant or wanted.  
QEC pattern performed by the lecturer by questioning the meaning, illustrating 
the example, asserting the main point and also commanding the students in particular 
purposes. It can be seen in datum 4:7 & 5:8.  
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L : Ok, another comment? Siapa lagi apa itu aja? Apa itu aja? Reading comprehension 
strategies, prior knowledge dan lain-lain what does it mean? (Q) 
S : Another strategies use in reading. 
L : Strategy of reading comprehension. Ya what do you want to study? (Q) 
S : itu strategy yang digunakan 
L : Is it important to write it on chapter two? (Q) Mona has already limited her 
research on extensive reading strategy. Kalau you melimit pada extensive reading 
strategy dimana kita letakkan some of strategies in reading comprehension, ayo 
dimana kita letakkan, dima? ( berhenti menunggu respon dari siswa) . kita letakkan di 
identification of the problem. Karena itu yang menjadi idependent variablenya. Itu di 
indentifikasi letakkan. Jadi delimitation apa? (Q) 
S: Ambil satu. 
L: Ya you choose one. Ada extensive disini? (Q) 
S:Ada ummi., jadi saya menjelaskan variable nya itu secara umum ummi. 
L : Variable Mona itu yang extensive bukan reading strategies. Ya, kapan kita batasi 
variable itu? Dimana variable itu Nampak sama you? Dimana? (Q) 
Ss and L : Di limitation. 
L: ( Berjalan mengambil marker dan menulis diwhitboard) Ada identification nah disini 
ada reading strategies,  Apa saja? (Q) Itu dia ya ada beberapa…..(E) 
(T1/YF/14.11.17/4/7) and (T1/YF/14.11.17/4&5/8) 
L : Ok, another comment? Who is the next or only that? Just it? Reading 
comprehension strategy, prior knowledge and so on what does it mean? (Q) 
S : Another strategies use in reading. 
L : Strategy of reading comprehension. What do you want to study? (Q) 
S : The strategy implemented  
L : Is it important to write it on chapter two? (Q)Mona has already limited her research 
on extensive reading strategy. If you limit on extensive reading strategy when should 
we write some strategies in reading comprehension, come on where can we write it? 
(She stop for a moment and wait for the students’ response). We put it at identification 
of the problem. Because it is independent variable. It is on identification, so what can 
we write in limitation? (Q) 
S : Choose one 
L : Ya you choose one. Is there extensive in this part. (Q) 
S : We have it Ummi, So I explain the variable in general Ummi? 
L : Monas’ variable is extensive not reading strategies. Ya, when we limit the variable? 
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Where do you see the variable? Where? (Q) 
Ss and L : At limitation  
L : (Walking toward the whiteboard and write down there). There is identification here 
and reading strategies, What else? (Q). there are some ya. ……..(E) 
  
From the datum above, the woman pattern was found clearly. This pattern 
occurred while the woman lecturer started the lesson. She asked the students many 
question and asked question again and then explained it. She did it for several times at 
that meeting. She asked other students to give their opinion. She also asked about 
strategies in reading comprehension. She continued with some questions and she gave 
explanation about reading strategies at identification point.  
 In addition, the next example which showed the woman language pattern is 
presented in several datum in data sheet 2. 
Datum 1:3 
L : Ayo, untuk apa? What you want o do or what you want to gain when u do your 
research. ( diam beberapa saat). When you are doing your research what will you have? 
what do you want to have? (suara naik) what do you want to have? What do you want 
to have before concluding your research.(Q) 
S : sources ( dengan suara yang pelan) 
L : What (sambil membuka kaca mata dan mendekati sumber suara) (Q) 
S : Sources Ummi. 
L : Sources itu found before going to the field. Even though you are not doing research 
(E)…..explaining…When you do the research ( dengan mengeja pelan-pelan) what 
should you collect? (Q) 
S : Data                                                                                        
(T2/YF/21.11.17/1/3) 
L : Come on, for what ? What you want o do or what you want to gain when u do your 
research. (Sulent for a moment). When you are doing your research what will you 
have? what do you want to have? (With high intonation) what do you want to have? 
What do you want to have before concluding your research.(Q) 
S : sources (Answered it slowly) 
L : What (Put of her glasses and closer to the students) (Q) 
S : Sources Ummi. 
L : Sources itu found before going to the field. Even though you are not doing research 
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(E)…..explaining…When you do the research (Explaining slowly) what should you 
collect? (Q) 
S : Data                                                                          
Datum 1:3 shows that the lecturer asked what are students wanted to gain in doing 
research. The various questions were uttered directly to all the students so that they did 
not go far from what she meant but sharp to the point. However, a student answered it 
incorrectly as the effect the lecturer explained it.   
Furthermore, the data in datum 2:4shows about the lecturer language pattern. 
L : Ok, data. So what is instrument for? (Q) 
S :For collecting the data.  
L : Ok. Without any instrument we cannot collect the data.  Ok, now let’s talk about the 
data ( Lecturer explained the material with powerpoint) If you don’t have instrument you 
don’t have the technique of collecting data…..(E)   (T2/YF/21.11.17/2/4) 
 
Datum 2:4 also presents the lecturer QEC pattern in teaching. The data showed 
that the lecturer communicated with the students to discuss about the data by asking 
“Ok, data. So what is instrument for?”.It was clearly seen that she used a question to 
lead the students to the topic being discussed. She guided the students to the topic about 
data and explained completely.  
Next QEC pattern is presented in datum 2:9. The pattern shows with detail below.   
L : Do you find there (Pointing the powerpoint) which one? (Q) 
S : Projective test. 
L : So, can we test the student hhmmm students’ speaking ability by using cognitive test? 
(Q) 
S : Silent 
L : Can we measure the student cognitive yaa through speaking test? (Q) 
S : Silent 
L : What kind of cognitive, for example the way to pronounce (E)….( Lecturer explained 
the material agian). Affective test, what can you measure? (Q) 
S : Manners 
L: Ya. Manners, how the respect others , the way of asking (E)….(Explaining again).   
(T2/YF/21.11.17/2/9) 
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To make the lesson clearer, the lecturer showed her PowerPoint in front of the 
students. She taught the students by showing the topic on projector and asking about 
projective and cognitive test. She gave specific example in her explanation and uttered it 
firmly and a little bit slowly.  
Some of datum above show that the woman lecturer performed specific language 
pattern in teaching and learning process. She uttered questions to make the students 
before doing explanation. From datum 1:2, she asked two times and completely 
explained after that. Then, in datum 2:4, she asked the students about the function of 
instrument. Students answered with “ for collecting the data”. This answer 
automatically made the woman lecturer continued her teaching by explaining the 
instrument and data. The last example is stated in datum 2:9. She asked the students 
regularly about projective test and cognitive test. She tried to make the students had 
discovery learning by illustrating some examples in form of question. A number of 
students were silent because they could not answer the lecturer’s question. This case 
made the lecturer gave her explanation one by one about cognitive and projective test.  
2. Man Language Pattern  
In the beginning of teaching and learning process, commanding the students to do 
the presentation or to have an assignment is very natural. It is way of the lecturer to 
facilitate the students to learn. However, if the lecturer does not facilitate the students 
with a test for instance, the students may follow the lesson without engaging optimally 
or having high responsibility to their comprehension. As the result, commanding the 
students at the beginning of the lesson, then questioning and explaining after that are 
really useful for their learning progress.  
CQE (Commanding, Questioning and Explaining) pattern is performed repeatedly 
by the man lecturer in teaching and learning process. He performed explaining in the 
last after providing the time to give commanding and questioning language pattern to 
the students related to the topic. He tried to facilitate the students by asking them to 
present the material and discuss with them in group and with the whole class. 
Unfortunately, before questioning, the commanding made the students was crowded. As 
the result, there were some comments given by either the lecturer or the students after 
the commanding given.  
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In whatever the situation in that class, lecturer commanding was always done to 
the students. The data containing CQE pattern can be seen in the following datum.  
L : Ok, come on you take a piece of paper. Selember kertas. Ayo selembar kertas. 
(C)What  have your learnt, what have your learnt? Have you learnt about correlational 
studies? Apa yang you ketahui tentang correlational studies? Sudah you belajar tentang 
correlational studies (Suara agak naik)? (Q) 
S : Sudah (Bersama-sama). 
L :Experimental?sudah? (Q) 
S : Sudah (Bersama-sama) 
L :Quasi Experimental, sudah? (Q) 
S : Sudah (Bersama-sama) 
(T4/WS/23.11.17/1/1) 
L : OK, come on take a piece of paper. A piece of paper. Come on a piece of paper. (C). 
What you have learnt, what have you learnt? Have you learnt about correlational 
studies? What did you know about correlational studies? Have you learnt about 
correlational studies ? ( with high intonation ) (Q). 
S : Yes, we have (Answered together) 
L : Experimental have you? (Q) 
S : Yes  
L : Quasi experiment have you? (Q) 
S : Yes  
 
Datum 1:1 shows precisely that lecturer ordered the students to take a piece of 
paper. In the first utterance, the lecturer directly used commanding. He asked the 
students to write down what they already learnt about correlational study. Based on the 
utterances above, there were two ways of lecturer in commanding the students. the first 
one, the lecturer performed the commanding directly that he would the students to take 
the paper. The second one is that the lecturer became the commander who asked the 
students to write about correlational study. 
Additionally, CQE used by the lecturer in the English teaching and learning 
process is exemplified in datum 1:2 
S: Today we will present descriptive research ( Moderator memperkenalkan anggota 
kelompoknya). 
S : Okay thanks moderator. (Menjelaskan) 
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L : You jelaskan aja dalam bahasa Indonesia. (C)    
(T5/WS/07.12.17/1/2) 
S: Today we will present descriptive research (Moderator introduced her group member). 
S : Okay thanks moderator. (Explaning) 
L : You just explain it on Bahasa. (C)    
 
In datum 1:2, the lecturer commanded the students to explain in using Bahasa. He 
directly used commanding “You jelaskan aja dalam bahasa Indonesia”so that th 
students changed her language into Bahasa. The commanding pattern occurred clearly 
in purpose to guide the students during teaching and learning process.  
Another example of CQE as a pattern found in datum 
S:   Assalamualaikum, baiklah langsung saja kami… (Dipotong dosen) 
L : Hey in English, but you present in bahasa, moderatornya bahasa inggris tapi 
contentnya dalam bahasa (C) 
S : (belum juga tampil) 
L : Absennya sudah? (Q) 
S : Belum. (Masih mempersiapkan proyektor)           
 (T6/WS/21.12.17/1/3) 
S : Assalamualaikum, Ok we come to the point ..(Lecturer interrupted the students   while 
she was speaking) 
L : Hey in English, but you present it in Bahasa, Moderator use English but the content in 
Bahasa (C) 
S : ( Still prepare) 
L : Absence is finish (Q) 
S : Not yet (Still preparing the projector) 
 
  
There was commanding function used by the lecturer. He told to the student that 
she should use Bahasa if she was a moderator and presented the material in English. 
This utterance meant that the lecturer did not allow the students to speak in Bahasa 
during their explanation because it will lead the students misinterpret about the lesson. 
To anticipate it, he ordered the students to present in Bahasa but the moderator in 
English.  
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 Furthermore, the data in datum 2:5 shows about the lecturer language pattern 
L : Kirimkan ke wall saya soft copynya dalam bentuk dox. Yaa dox, berarti hari rabu 
minggu depan dikumpulnya (C) anda buat resume kemudian nanti itu.. (Dosen 
menjelaskan tugas yang akan dikerjakan oleh mahasiswa). (E) 
(T4/WS/23.11.17/2/5) 
L : Send out your softcopy into my wall in form of doc. Yaa doc, it means next Wednesday 
you submit it (C) you create a summary for the next. (The lecturer explained the 
assignment that should be made by the students) (E) 
 
From above description, the researcher can draw conclusion that in teaching and 
learning process as observing the class in real situation, the man lecturer frequently and 
regularly used CQE pattern in his teaching. If the students did not do his commanding 
as expected, he tried to change it into questions and then informed it or explained it. 
Therefore, as long as they had done the presentation the lecturer also guided them and 
gave questions and explanation at the end of teaching and learning process. When the 
students were asked to present a topic, they were divided into some groups which were 
responsible for one topic and before beginning to present, the lecturer told them in 
general about what points should be discussed. He gave commands, questions and 
explanation. After doing the presentation, they were asked about some questions and 
followed by explanation and information about the next project.  
IV. CONCLUSION  
A number of speech acts differences used by woman lecturer are 16 categories 
with total 301. Man lecturer speech acts compared to woman, there are only 9 categories 
performed by the man lecturer with number of frequency is 80.   Moreover, woman 
lecturer pattern is Questioning, Explaining, and Commanding (QEC) whereas CQE 
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